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BACKGROUND

Starting point of figure’s motion
! In English source paths are marked
by prepositions such as ‘from’, ‘off’, ‘out’

•

Endpoint of figure’s motion
! In English goal paths are marked
by prepositions such as ‘to’, ‘on(to)’, ‘in(to)’

A CLOSER LOOK AT GOAL PATHS

Design: Infants were familiarized with goal path events depicting ‘onto’ and ‘to’. At test, infants
were presented with a novel ‘in category’ goal path event depicting ‘into’ vs. a novel ‘out of
category’ event depicting ‘out of’. Infants could participate in up to 3 blocks, each block provided
a different test of categorization. Block A is shown below.
Dependent Variable: Looking direction and duration
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Stimuli: Animated motion events that loop continuously for a preset amount of time.
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Block A: novel spatial relation

Participants: N = 86 infants: 10-months (n=28), 14.5-months (n=30), 18-months (n=30)

The duck walked from the pond to the tree.
GO ([THINGDUCK], [PATH(FROM [PLACE POND)], [PATH(TO [PLACE TREE])])]
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Note: Below .50 indicates longer looking at the goal event

(following Pruden et al., 2012)
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10 months: X
14 months: √
18 months: X

Note: Inspection of familiarization data
suggests that the 10 mo. olds were not
familiarized to the stimuli. Those infants
who showed evidence for familiarization
(Fam 1 > Fam 4) showed the same pattern as
the 14-mo. olds
Next step: increase familiarization exposure
for 10-mo. olds (Casasola & Park, 2013).
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The duck walked to the mailbox.
[EVENT GO ([THING duck], [PATH(TO [PLACE MAILBOX)])]
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• Goal paths in semantic structure are broad and abstract
! Note that although the functional relationship between the figure and ground object
differs among into, onto, and to, all have goal paths in semantic structure.
! Further, goal paths extend to events in a variety of domains: manner of motion,
attachment, change of state, transfer

(Jackendoff, 1990)

BROAD RESEARCH QUESTION
Given the semantic structure of ‘goal path’ in language, do infants have a
concept ‘goal path’ that encompasses ‘into’, ‘onto’, and ‘to’?

PAST FINDINGS

•Infants reason about, encode, and categorize specific types of goal paths
! By 2.5-3.5 months, infants reason about containment and support (Baillargeon et al., 2009).
! By 6-months, infants encode goals of intentional action, such as reaches (Woodward, 1998).
! By 12-months, infants encode goal paths in motion events (e.g., duck walked onto a box)
(Lakusta et. al, 2007; Lakusta & Carey, 2015).
! 6-month-olds form a category of containment (e.g., Casasola, 2008).
! 10-month-olds form a category of support (e.g., Casasola & Park, 2013).
! 14.5-months-olds form a category of goal path encompassing ‘into’, ‘onto’, and ‘to’ (Lakusta et
al., 2014)

SPECIFIC RESEARCH QUESTION
Do 10-, 14.5-, and 18-month-old infants categorize ‘into’, ‘onto’, and ‘to’ as
the broader category of ‘goal path’?
Address correspondence to lakustal@mail.montclair.edu .
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The duck walked onto the box.
[EVENT GO ([ THING DUCK], [PATH (TO [PLACE BOX])])]
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• Whether the familiar exemplar was presented on the left or right was counterbalanced across infants.
• The four familiarization events were strung together and constituted one familiarization trial.
• The salience and test events were displayed simultaneously; the familiarization events were displayed
sequentially.

Block B and Block C
Exactly the same as Block A, except the salience/test events differed

Block B
Different spatial relation and reference
object compared to familiarization
Familiar
Exemplar: goal

Block C
Different spatial relation, reference object,
and figure compared to familiarization

Novel
Exemplar: source

Familiar
Exemplar: goal

Novel
Exemplar: source

ANALYSES
Novelty Preference Score (NPS): Looking time at the novel exemplar event (source) divided by
the sum of the infants’ looking times at the novel (source) and familiar (goal) exemplar events.
Thus, NPS = (Source/Source + Goal).
•An ‘NPS’ was also calculated for the Salience phase, given previous findings reporting a
preference for infants to look longer at goal events vs. source events (Lakusta et al., 2007; 2015)
•Thus, NPS < .50 indicates longer looking at the goal event and NPS > .50 indicates longer
looking at the source
•Prediction: If infants categorize goal paths during familiarization, NPS Test > ‘NPS’ Salience
Planned comparisons (2-tailed, paired t-tests) were performed for each age
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The duck walked to the tree.
[EVENT GO ([THING DUCK], [PATH(TO [PLACE TREE])])]
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The duck walked into the box.
[EVENT GO ([THING DUCK], [PATH (TO [PLACE BOX])])]
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SUMMARY
! 14- and 18-month olds show evidence for categorizing goal paths in motion events
! 14-months show evidence for categorization when the test events are the most similar to
the familiarization events (consistent with the pattern found in Casasola & Cohen, 2002).
! But 18-month olds only show evidence for categorization when the test events are the most
different from the familiarization events. Why? Attention to the specific spatial relations
between objects? Acquisition of spatial language terms?
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